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Abstract. The lattice imaging technique of high resolution electron microscopy has
emerged to be a powerful method for investigating ultramicrostructures of crystals at
the unit cell level. This technique can indeed be considered to be crystallography in
real space. In this article, the principles and applicability of lattice imaging have been
discussed along with a variety of applications. The applications discussed include the
study of structures of solids, defects and dislocations, topochemistry of solid state
reactions and silicate minerals.
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1. Introduction

During the last ten years, several laboratories around the world have been exploiting
a new technique in crystallography. This is the purposive use of high resolution electron microscopy to observe and interpret the ultramicrostructure of crystals, in real
space. The high resolving power needed for the kind of work, as attained by the
electron microscopes currently available, is around 3,2-3,5 A-i.e., just about the
interatomic spacing between cations in many ionic or quasi-ionic crystal structures.
The micrographs are images of the actual structure of a region of crystal, as seen in
projection down some selected crystallographic axis (' lattice images' or ' structure
images '), and the results accordingly furnish rather detailed information about the
real ultramicrostructure from point to point within the imaged region of the crystal.
This is particularly important for understanding the constitution of imperfect crystals,
for such information is not accessible to direct observation in any other way. By
means of lattice imaging, where it is applicable, we can investigate the local, as distinct from the averaged structure-how it is modified by extended defects; the structural consequences of aperiodic perturbations of the ideal structure brought about,
for example, by changes of chemical composition; the regularity with which superstructures and other modulations are ordered, and similar problems.
This new crystallography in real space therefore supplements and complements the
usual methods of crystal structure analysis, which might be termed crystallography
•Academy lecture delivered at the Raman Research Institute, Bangalore on 1 March 1978.
tHonorary Fellow of the Indian Academy of Sciences.
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in reciprocal space. Lattice imaging can furnish new and penetrating insights but,
as always, they must be paid for by some restrictions which affect the extent to which
lattice imaging can be applied, its experimental implementation and the valid interpretation of the results. In briefly reviewing the present state of the subject, it is
convenient to consider the context and relevance of real space crystallography-the
importance of the concept of ' local structure' in imperfect crystals-s-, the relation
between an electron microscope image and its interpretation and a few areas of research in which the new technique has been exploited.

2. Crystallography in real space
We already possess a rather extensive knowledge of the crystalline state. At one
level, structure determinations reveal the arrangement of atoms within an idealised
unit cell which, by infinite repetition, builds up a macroscopic crystal. At another
level, the methods of solid state physics treat of those collective properties and physical
defects (e.g. dislocations) that pertain to a crystal as a physical entity. To go further,
and to make observations at the level ofthe individual unit cell, in a real and possibly
imperfect crystal, is a step that affords not only technical, but also great aesthetic
satisfaction: one can observe directly what has been inferred indirectly about crystal
structure and crystal defects. It opens up an attack on problems that could be tackled
with great difficulty, if at all, by macroscopic methods in which the relevant factors
are averaged over the myriad unit cells of a crystalline particle.
One of the main incentives for developing lattice imaging crystallography has been
the problem of the nature of chemical, as distinct from physical defects in crystals: in
particular, the constitution of so-called non-stoichiometric crystals. By this term is
implied crystalline phases in which the average number of atoms per unit cell differs,
as an experimental fact, from the number of lattice sites provided by the repeating
crystallographic unit of structure. Examples are to be found amongst both defined
chemical compounds (for example, ferrous oxide, always iron-deficient with a range
of variable composition in the range Fe O'9SO to FeO'850, although it nominally
has the NaCI-type structure; the average unit cell must either accommodate a fractionally excessive number of oxygen atoms or be fractionally deficient in the number
of its iron atoms) and heterotype solid solutions, formed between compounds of
different formula types (for example, calcium stabilised zirconia, nominally having
the CaFll structure but deficient in anions, with a composition range extending to
Cao'lSZrO'8S0]'8S)'
In simple terms, such systems necessarily imply the presence of lattice defects;
if these are point defects (vacancies or interstitials) they must be present in exceedingly high concentration, but they may be extended defects originating from the structural interaction of point defects with each other and with the host lattice. Crystallographic theory hinges on the concept of translational symmetry, which imposes
absolute identity of the repeating unit cell at all points, in a perfectly periodic structure. This principle is already breached by the inescapable conclusion, drawn from
statistical thermodynamics, that real crystals, in equilibrium at temperatures above
OOK, must display some point defect disorder. A further consequence of that disorder is the implication that a crystal in equilibrium with its environment is no longer
absolutely invariable in composition. However, the thermodynamics of defect
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creation are such that for nearly all crystals, at all accessible temperatures, the extent
of point defect disorder, and of the consequential variability of stoichiometry, is
exceedingly small. It is relevant to transport properties (both atomic and electronic)
rather than to chemical equilibria, and cannot satisfactorily explain the observed
composition ranges and properties of the special class of nonstoichiometric phases.
For these (and indeed for the nearly ideal crystal with its point defect disorder),
perfect translational symmetry must be replaced by the concept of an averaged unit
cell-averaged over perhaps 1016 unit cells in the typical small crystal used for a
structure determination-in which certain crystallographic sites must be assigned
only a fractional occupancy. An important question, the answer to which may
depend upon the temperature and upon the time scale of our mode of experimental
investigation, is whether that averaging is in time or in space. In the former case,
the structure can be regarded as truly randomised, or at least as showing no more
than some fluctuating local order, established between defects and host structure. A
space average, however, implies structural inhomogeneity, but on a scale that may
be impossible to decipher from the diffraction effects given by crystals of particulate
dimensions. Such heterogeneities can be domains ofdiffering local order, or extended
defects in which the crystal structure is locally modified-i.e., spatial fluctuations
between related structures that correspond to small local differences in composition.
A good deal of information has been derived from the inorganic chemistry and structural chemistry of the last 25 years, about the probable nature of such fluctuations
within a crystal of given structure type. However, as distinct from models based
upon extrapolations, we need to know for a full understanding, not only the averaged, idealised structure and the general chemistry of such materials, but the local
structure responsible for their special character. Lattice imaging microscopy has
provided a means for investigating that local structure directly and, in pursuit of
that theme, a number of other applications have emerged.
One important line of work has therefore been the constitution of nonstoichimetric phases, and this really embraces two distinct questions which are sometimes
confused. The first is a question of basic chemical philosophy: whether, and if so
in which systems, crystalline phases of genuinely variable composition can exist as
equilibrium species. It has been found, in an increasingly large number of instances,
that when true equilibrium is attained the long range ordering of extended defects
builds up a succession of distinct, defined and related structures or superstructures,
as the composition is progressively changed, in place of a nonstoichiometric phase.
But this is not invariably the case. The second question relates to operational
definitions and experimental facts. Long range order is not always attainable. In
practice, thermodynamically bivariant, nonstoichiometric phases are frequently
encountered, although they may represent metastable states rather than equilibrium
states. Heterotype solid solutions are typical of such bivariant phases. Their
averaged structure can be found by the usual crystallographic methods, but their
true constitution can be confirmed only by characterising the local fluctuations from
that average, at the unit cell level.
3. Real space crystallography and lattice imaging

In order to understand the information contained in a high resolution transmission
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electron micrograph, it is desirable to summarise briefly the optical basis of the
lattice imaging process.
In classical optical theory, the formation of any image by a lens involves diffraction
of rays by the object and the recombination of those diffracted rays in the image
plane. A periodic object, such as a crystal lattice, with radiation of appropriate
wavelength, generates a diffraction pattern that is completely defined in terms of the
periodicity of the object, in accordance with the Bragg law.
Any property of a crystal that repeats itself with the translational symmetry of the
crystal lattice-for example, the electron density at a point defined by the real space
vector r within the unit cell-ean be represented in Fourier form, in reciprocal space
G (r)

=

G (r

+ Rs) = Lh F (h) exp (i Kh·r).

(1)

R, is a perfect vector of the real space lattice, denoting the origin of the sth unit cell;
Kh(h=hkl) is a perfect vector of the reciprocal lattice; the coefficients F(h) are structure factors or other Fourier coefficients corresponding to the property under consideration. In the diffraction of x-rays, or in a purely kinematic treatment of electron
diffraction, the intensities of the diffracted beams Ih are proportional to I F(h) jll. The
total diffraction pattern represents the Fourier transform of the real space crystal.
For an infinite perfect crystal, the diffracted intensities would be delta functions
situated at the reciprocal lattice points. The finite size of any real crystal smears these
delta functions out into peaks of intensity; the relation between peak width and
crystallite size is familiar to crystallographers. One of the merits of electron diffraction is that the very need to employ thin specimens so broadens all diffraction peaks,
along the beam direction, that many diffraction vectors lie simultaneously on the
Ewald sphere; a stationary crystal furnishes a large cross section of the diffraction
pattern.
The perfect periodicity of the crystal is destroyed by defects, including vacant sites,
displaced atoms, extended defects that displace whole regions of crystal, regions with
some different mode of local ordering, etc. Krivoglaz (1969) and others have analysed this situation, which affects all real crystals in greater or lesser degree, and have
shown how the perturbed crystal, with all its aperiodic features, can also be Fourier
transformed. If, in the sth unit cell, the atom j is displaced, its position relative to
the origin is no longer defined by the vector R s j but by R s j
oRs}' The displacement can be represented as

+

(2)
where k is one of a set of reciprocal lattice vectors that are not perfect vectors of the
reciprocal lattice. Furthermore, the N unit cells that make up the specimen crystal
are no longer identical. To calculate the diffracted intensities it is necessary to sum
terms derived from (2), for each unit cell, over all unit cells. The outcome of the
Krivoglaz analysis is that the intensity I h of a diffracted beam can be represented as

t, = I L~= 1Is exp t i x,.Rs)

exp (i

x, '0 Rs) 1

2
•

(3)

The expression (3) has two parts. One component relates to the regular, idealised
periodic structure; this is modified by a function arising from the non-periodic perturbations of structure, containing the irrational reciprocal space vectors k.} and
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coefficients Rksj ' The effect is to modulate the intensity distribution around and
between the reciprocal lattice points, and in this modulation there resides information about long range (small k) and short range (large k) perturbations of structure
in real space.
In structural crystallography, the aim is to discard all information extraneous to
the perfect, periodic structure; the only atomic displacements included in the treatment are those attributable to (or at least described as) thermal motions. The inverse
Fourier transformation from weighted reciprocal lattice to real space repeating unit
cell is then carried out numerically. In work aimed specifically at ordering and
defect structures, such as that of Moss and others on substitutional disorder in intermetallic systems, and of Fender and others on diffuse neutron scattering by defect
oxide structures, etc, use has indeed been made of the modulated diffraction intensities.
Again, this has to be evaluated on a crystal-average basis, for comparison with some
hypothetical model.
The relevance of electron microscopy is that, in effect, the instrument carries out
two Fourier transformations sequentially:
Real space
crystal

-~

Reciprocal space
diffraction pattern

Selected cross section

--~

Real space
image
Selectedprojection.

The diffraction pattern formed in the back focal plane of the objective lens is that of
the crystal as it is, with all its aperiodic features. Latent in that diffraction pattern,
therefore, is information about the real space structure. In principle, we might
expect that the aperiodic perturbations of structure should be reproduced in the
image, as seen in projection along the direction of the electron beam.
It was realised by Allpress et al (1968), in pioneering work, that the information
content of the image should be maximised by combining as many diffracted beams
as possible to form the image. The relation between recorded image and diffracting
crystal is therefore rather different, in this' N-beam ' microscopy, from that in the
, 2-beam ' methods widely used in solid state studies. 2-beam interferometric methods
-the combination of the undeflected 000 beam with one selected hkl beam-can
produce fringe images that correspond to very small interp1anar spacings of the
crystal lattice, but these do not contain real space information about the structure
-the atomic arrangement within the unit cell, or localised fluctuations of structure.
The intensity distribution across such a fringe system is sinusoidal. When experimental work on lattice imaging began, about 1968, there was no satisfactory theoretical treatment of N-beam imaging. The theory, and procedures for computing the
image that would be obtained from some model structure, perfect or faulted, has been
developed during the past ten years. This advance has proceeded in parallel with the
accumulation of experimental results as lattice imaging has been applied to the specific problems of solid state chemistry.
Interpretation of the relation between the observed image and the crystal structure
from which it was generated is not necessarily simple, and needs some consideration.
The general procedure in lattice imaging is to orient a suitably thin crystal section
(less than 100 A thick), with a selected zone axis (the projection direction) exactly
parallel to the electron beam. This orientation, within a few minutes of arc, is
carried out by means of the diffraction pattern. An objective aperture is used to
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select the central part of the diffraction pattern, transmitting as many diffracted
beams as may be possible, in the light of some considerations that next follow. These
beams combine to form the image. It is here that severe restrictions are encountered,
arising both from the limitations of electron optical lenses and from the inherent
nature of electron scattering by matter. It is well known that the resolving power of
electron microscopes falls far short of that predicted by classical optical theory, for
radiation of the short wave length employed (0,037 A for 100 keY electrons). The
over-riding limitation is imposed by spherical aberration: the phase differences, at
the image plane, between electrons travelling at appreciable angles to the optic axis.
Only those diffracted beams included within an extremely small solid angle, close
to the centre of the diffraction pattern, can be utilised for high resolution work. In
other words, the Fourier summations in expressions (2) and (3) must be severely
truncated. With present generation electron microscopes, the objective aperture
can be chosen to reach out to about 0,33-0,35 A-I in reciprocal space; for several
reasons, the effective aperture size is rather smaller than this, so that all real space
image detail on a scale less than about 3,2-3,5 A must be rejected. Chromatic aberration-departure from monochromaticity due to residual ripple in the accelerating
voltage-is a minor problem, but somewhat spreads the Gaussian focus. These
instrumental factors set one limit to the meaningful resolution that can be attained.
A second set of problems is inherent in the scattering process itself. Electrons
interact strongly with matter and there is an important consequential difference
between x-ray diffraction and electron diffraction. For nearly all purposes, x-ray
diffraction can be treated kinematically, in terms of a single act of scattering as a
photon traverses a crystal. For electrons, multiple scattering is the rule, even for
passage through very thin crystals, and a full dynamical treatment must be used to
calculate the intensity of the diffracted beams. This greatly complicates the application of (e.g.) equation (3). In dynamical scattering, the amplitudes of the real and
imaginary parts of the electron wave function oscillate along the trajectory, and the
amplitude at the emergent face of the crystal therefore depends upon the length of the
path traversed. Since extinction lengths differ for electrons travelling along different
crystallographic directions, not merely the absolute, but also the relative intensities
of different hkl beams, at the emergent face, depend upon the crystal thickness.
It will be evident that the relation between image contrast and crystal structure
ought to be simplest in conditions approximating to the kinematic limit-i.e. if the
crystal is so thin that it approximates to a 2-dimensional phase grating. This is the
Weak Phase Object (WPO) approximation. On that basis, the image intensity (contrast) corresponding to any point (x, y) in the crystal is given (Cowley and Iijima
1972; Allpress and Sanders 1973; Fejes 1977) by
I (x, y) = 1 - 2u . rp (x, y)

(4)

where a is an interaction parameter (=7T/>" V, V = accelerating voltage) and rp(x, y)
is the crystal potential at x, y. Electrons are scattered by the crystal potential; our
requirement is to interpret the potential distribution in terms of atomic structure.
(4) should strictly be valid only for exceedingly thin crystals; the calculated limit for
Ti 2Nb207 should be only 6 A thick, although images computed on the WPO approximation actually match experimental results quite satisfactorily for crystals up to 100 A
thick. A better approximation is to treat the crystal as a strong phase object and
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to include the effect of using an objective aperture which truncates the Fourier summation. In this approximation, a transmission function q(x, y)=exp [-iO"' 9' (x,y)]
is modified by an aperture function, to give an expression equivalent to the (modified)
transmission function of a weak phase object, superimposed upon an effectiveabsorption potential which has its maxima at the positions of the lines of atoms, as seen in
projection. In the simplest case, the location of the dominant scattering atoms will
be imaged as dots of dark contrast. However, both the effective transmission function and the effective absorption potential are non-linear functions of the thickness.
If dynamical effects are strong, the image alters very markedly as the crystal thickness
alters.
It is therefore essential to take the dynamical effects into account. This can be
done by treating a crystal of significant thickness (e.g. 100 A thick) as made up of a
succession of thin slices (e.g. 5 A thick), normal to the beam direction. The wave
function of the electrons as they emerge from one slice is taken as their wave function
at the entry face of the next, and computational methods are well established for
handling such' multislice' N-beam calculations (Allpress et al 1972; Lynch and
O'Keefe 1972; O'Keefe 1973; Goodman and Moodie 1974; Lynch et al 1975), not
only for regular crystal structures but also for models containing defects.
At the Gaussian focus, the contrast in the image of a weak phase object is small, is
not identical with that of an amplitude object (which is what is desired) and arises
chiefly from the effect of the finite objective aperture. It is well known in electron microscopy that phase contrast is enhanced by defocussing the objective lens (the
, Scherzer defocus condition '), This introduces a phase change given by

(5)
where E is the defect of focus, C, is the spherical aberration constant of the objective
lens and u is a reciprocal space radial coordinate, u=r/f, where f is the focal length
of the objective. If sin X is close to ± 1 for as much as possible of the range of the
coordinate u, the intensity distribution will approximate to that of an amplitude
object. The actual performance and limitations of any electron microscope are
therefore determined by the transfer function of its objective lens-the variation of
sin x with u. For small values of u (i.e., for long real space vectors in the crystal
structure), sin X always departs considerably from -I, but this is largely offset by
the effect of the absorption potential. Over its next section, the transfer function
approximates to the required condition, but at some larger value of u it passes into
rapid oscillation. This sets a maximum value of u (i.e, some minimum real space distance) beyond which no unambiguous meaning can be attached to image contrast.
This cut-off value therefore determines the effective resolving power for structural
detail under conditions of 'optimum defocus '. With current high resolution
instruments, and for typical materials, the optimum defocus corresponds to about
600-1000 A under focus. For many, but by no means all, materials there is a
useful range of defocus over which the image detail both undergoes little change and
is capable of intuitive interpretation.
As has already been stated, the image strictly represents the projected crystal
potential. For the more open structures, especially those based on atoms of high
atomic number, the potential distribution is essentially the same as the projected
charge density distribution. This concept is more immediately translated into
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structural, chemical terms and it provides an intuitive interpretation of lattice images
which is quite valid for certain structure types and is generally applicable for
structural features that are not too small. These features, on a 7-10 A scale, often
remain recognizable through the image changes that are produced by dynamical
effects as the crystal thickness and defocus are altered. However, the small scale
contrast effects (on a scale comparable with the effective limit of resolution, around
3·5 A) need to be interpreted with greater caution and can alter drastically with
crystal thickness. Nevertheless, the image contrast, as computed for both changes
of thickness and changes of defocus, constitutes a powerful means of checking the
validity of some postulated model for an observed structure.

4. Applicability of lattice imaging methods
Lattice imaging microscopy is not a technique for indiscriminate use in solid state
chemistry. For profitable study, materials need to possess certain crystallographic
and chemical properties. Some of the kinds of problems that can be investigated
when those conditions are met will be surveyed in the later sections of this paper.
It has already been stated that current high resolution electron microscopes do
not permit us to combine, in the image, diffracted beams corresponding to interplanar spacings smaller than about 2,8-3,0 A. If sufficient beams to maximize the
information content are to be included within the permissible objective aperture, it
follows that the cell dimensions in the plane of projection must not be too small. The
niobium oxide' block' structures, which have proved excellent materials for study,
have cell dimensions in the range 14-25 A, and this enables 100-200 diffracted beams
to be combined in the image. By contrast, the simpler, close packed structures, such
as the NaCl- and CaF a- types, without superlattiees, furnish so few beams within the
limiting aperture that the real space information is small; their lattice images are
dominated by crossed interferometric fringes, rather than by real space detail. With
the development of electron lenses having a smaller spherical aberration, and by use
of shorter electron wavelengths (higher accelerating voltages), this situation should
markedly improve. There are good grounds for hoping that a 600 keY electron
microscope, with a resolving power approaching 2 A, may shortly be operating in
Britain; the newest generation of commercially available microscopes already promises a resolution of around 2·8 A. These developments should greatly extend the
range of structures amenable to lattice imaging. Along the projection direction, however, we need to have a fairly short cell dimension. Images are easiest to interpret, and
most free from ambiguities, with structures that are single-layered; if the projection
axis is two or more coordination polyhedra in depth, there may be no unobstructed
projection of atom rows, free from overlap, and it becomes difficult to interpret the
structure along the projection axis.
It will be evident that a second crystallographic requirement is that there should be
some direction through the structure that lines the atoms up to give an informative
projection. By implication, crystallographic order needs to be well maintained along
that direction. Disorder, or structural jogs that displace whole lines of atoms, can
bring lines of atoms into positions that cannot be resolved, and result in heavy contrast (' overlap contrast ') which can sometimes be interpreted. On the projected
charge density approximation, it is the heavier atoms that dominate contrast. Struc-
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tural perturbations that affect only the positions of light atoms (e.g. oxygen atoms)
have little effect on the image; consequential minor shifts of heavy atoms, smaller
than the resolving power, may be undetectable.
A third limitation on materials is that they must be stable under intense irradiation
with electrons. Inelastic scattering raises the temperature of the specimen very
locally, at the focus of the condenser lens, and to an indeterminate degree. There is
some evidence for a temperature rise of typically 300-400°, but it can be much higher
and may be enough, in some materials, to disorder superlattice structures. Moreover
residual gases are always present in the microscope column and crystals are usually
supported on a carbon film. These agents can bring about chemical changes at the
elevated temperature. Thus, not all materials are stable enough for lattice imaging.
It may be noted that heating by the electron beam can be used deliberately, on occasion, although with rather incomplete control of the conditions, to bring about chemical reactions in situ.
A trivial, but sometimes troublesome, requirement is that the mechanical properties of crystals should enable the operator to obtain thin crystal flakes, 25-100 A thick,
for imaging, and these must be produced in such crystallographic orientations that
some can be found suitable for tilting into the required zone axis orientation, by
means of a goniometer stage. Specimen preparation usually depends upon mechanical fracture; the materials of interest are often obtained in microcrystalline form, and
methods such as ion beam thinning can find only limited applicability. It might
be feared that crushing and brittle fracture would cause severe deformation and
introduce many dislocations, but much experience has shown that this is rarely
a problem with oxides and similar hard crystals.
Much of the lattice imaging work, to date, has been carried out on complex oxide
systems that meet these several requirements. However, there is a wide field of work
to be done on other types of chemical systems and, in particular, on the complex
sulphides that are of great interest both to mineralogy and to solid state chemistry.
These may be more difficult to study, for they are certainly inferior to the oxides as
regards beam stability. New techniques, involving low temperature stages and
weaker electron beams, may be needed to tackle the problems of nonstoichiometry
and defect structures in such materials.
5. Specific applications of lattice imaging

No brief review could summarise the work that has emerged during the past 8-10
years; it must suffice to touch upon several of the main kinds of problems in solid
state chemistry, for which the application of lattice imaging has been useful. They
might be roughly classified as dealing with
ordered structures and the image-structure relationship
extended defects and nonstoichiometric phases
crystal structures' by direct observation'
lattice imaging and defect structures in mineralogy
dislocations in oxide network structures
the topochemistry of solid state reactions.
The literature of the subject is now extensive. Only a few examples will be cited,
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illustrating these fields of application and showing the kind of information that can
be obtained.
5.1. Ordered structures

Until, relatively recently, convenient methods became available for image computations, the interpretation of lattice images was necessarily based upon the intuitive
identification of dark contrast with the projection of lines of heavy atoms. It was
possible to base this intuitive view upon the lattice images obtained from crystals of
known structure, and it was fortunate, although fortuitous, that much of the early
work (Allpress and Wadsley 1969; Allpress et al 1969) and indeed much later work
also, was carried out on an inherently interesting family of complex oxide structures
that lends itself particularly well to the technique.
These are the oxide network structures derived from the ReOa structure type; in
particular, the complex niobium oxides. They are based upon octahedrally coordinated cations, M06 groups, linked by shared vertices-i.e. by M-Q-M bonds. With
some distortions, this is essentially the structure ofWOa. In Nb 20S and its ternarycompounds with Ti02 WOa and other oxides, the overall anion/cation ratio is lower, and
the basic ReOs structure accommodates this, without defects, by the sharing of edges,
instead of vertices, between the octahedral groups-i.e. by M (g) M bonding, Anion
sites are thereby eliminated and the structure is collapsed in an ordered fashion, along
regularly spaced crystallographic shear planes (CS planes). In Nb 20S and its numerous
derivatives, two sets of such CS planes subdivide the whole into rectangular columns,

•

]

'----.-----w:

Figure 1. (a) H-Nb.05 : The crystal structure projected down the b-axis. Note
linked octahedral groups, columns with the Re03-like structure, channels between
octahedral groups, close spacing of cations at column interfaces and tunnels with
tetrahedrally coordinated cations.
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Figure 1 (b). H-Nb,05: lattice image. Note white dot contrast corresponding to
channels between octahedral groups and heavy contrast at tetrahedral sites.
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Figure 2 (a). Lattice image of the (5 x 5)1 block structure of 9Nb 206'8W03 ,

Figure 2 (b).

Lattice image of the (4 x 4)1 block structure of 8Nb 20S'5W03 ,
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Figure 3. Lattice image of the tetragonal tungsten bronze structure of 4Nb 2 0 ; 9W0 3 •
(NbO)4Nb12WIBO.O. Inset is the crystal structure.
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Figure 4. Lattice image of MgF2-12Nb205, a (4 x 3)2 block structure, with (arrowed)
a single, coherently intergrown sheet of H-Nb205 structure.
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(m X n) octahedra in cross section. Within each column, the structure is as in Re03
itself; the interfaces between adjacent columns are formed by octahedra sharing
edges. Seen in projection down the axis of the columns (the b axis of monoclinic
structures, the c axis of tetragonal structures), the cations within each column, about
3·9 A apart, are resolvable and the square channels between them show as white
contrast dots. At the interfaces, cations are about 2 A apart in projection; their
images merge to form frames of heavy contrast, delineating the individual columns.
The overall dimensions of the columns, their cross sections-em X n) octahedra,
with modular dimensions-and their mutual relationship, the way in which they
are spliced together in a space-filling pattern, are all explicitly shown by the lattice
image. These features can be seen by comparing the structure of H-Nb 20s, as
shown in a conventional line drawing (figure la) with its lattice image (figure Ib).
The identification of (5 X 5) columns in 9Nb 20S'8WOs, of (4 X 4) columns in
N-Nb20S' as accords with their crystal structures, is equally clear (figure 2).
Equally clear is the relation between structure and image for some related compounds in which oxygen sites are eliminated in a different way: the so-called tetragonal
tungsten bronze structures, in which the ReO s network is modified to form pentagonal tunnels, in some of which additional cations are located. As can be seen in
figure 3, the close spacing between cations in and surrounding the occupied tunnels
precludes resolution and generates discs of dark contrast. A diagram ofthe structure
can be perfectly superimposed upon the image, and any disorder or modification of
the regular pattern of tunnel filling can be seen and interpreted.

5.2. Extended defects and nonstoichiometry
In all these network structures, there is a direct correspondence between structure and
chemical composition. The lattice images therefore display the local chemistry as
well as the local structure. This means that aperiodic features, such as extended
planar defects in an otherwise fault-free structure, can be interpreted as fluctuations
of chemical composition. Figure 4 is a lattice image from a crystal with the structure
and composition MgF 2'12Nb20s' with columns (4 X 3) octahedra directly linked in
pairs; the structure can conveniently be symbolised as (4 X 3)2' In the region of
crystal shown, one row of columns is anomalous. It is made up of alternating (4 X 3)
and (5 x 3) columns, which is the structure of H-Nb 20S' The implication is that the
crystal is actually slightly off the ideal stoichiometry, with a very small excess of
anions above the requirement for the (4 X 3)2 structure (i.e. with some stoichiometric excess of Nb 20S)' Furthermore, this excess is not dispersed through the crystal
in the form of point defect cation vacancies or interstitial anions, but is accommodated
by an intense fluctuation, an extended defect in the form of a planar element belonging to an anion-richer structure, in perfectly coherent intergrowth.
Much evidence from lattice imaging has shown that this is the standard structural
solution to the problem of stoichiometric variability in this group of compounds.
As the anion/cation ratio changes from MX 2•33S (in TiNb207 , a (3 X 3)00 structure)
to MX 2 ' 634 (in WsNblS069' a (5 X 5)1 structure), each successive pair of compounds
is capable of mutual coherent intergrowth and, within limits, a material prepared
with any arbitrary composition and equilibrated by adequate annealing, has a constitution based on the interleafing of two coherently intergrown sorts of structure elements (Allpress 1969, 1970; Allpress and Roth 1971). In the general case, they may
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be randomly stacked, but if the two pseudocomponents are present in simple, rational
ratios, the planar structure elements tend to adopt a regularly recurrent order, thereby building up a succession of crystallographically defined intermediate compounds,
with large unit cells. Thus the I ; I and I ; 2 regular intergrowths between H-Nb20s
(Nb 28070) and Nb 2S062 [(4 X 3)2 structure) form the equilibrium intermediate phases
NbsaOla2 and Nb a9097, giving the close succession of distinct species Nb02.S000'
Nb02-4906, Nb02-4872' Nb02-4800'
In the (undoubtedly metastable) disordered state, where local fluctuations of chemical composition remain frozen in, long range order is lost but the short range ordering principles that underly the crystal architecture are still preserved; block structures
are still formed even, for example, in crystals formed by shock cooling from a melt,
at cooling rates approaching 1060 per second. In such preparations, lattice images
reveal a jig-saw puzzle arrangement of columns, space filling, with a range of cross
sections-i.e., the columns differ in composition from place to place within the
crystal-corresponding to structure elements from a variety of actual or possible
compounds in the chemical system concerned (Hutchison et a11974, 1976b). This is
exemplified in figure 5. There is a mutual adjustment of structure and composition within every microscopic region, and stoichiometric variations are again
accommodated by modification of local structure, at the unit cell level, not by a
plethora of point defects.
In the system of complex oxides derived from WOa, changes in anion/cation ratio
can be accommodated in another way. For total compositions MOx , 2·67 <x
<2,85, the network of vertex-linked octahedra is modified topologically by what Hyde
and O'Keeffe have termed 'rotary shear', which does not alter the composition
of the network but creates the 5-sided tunnels referred to earlier. The framework of
the structure is of fixed composition, but the overall stoichiometry depends upon the
fraction of tunnel sites occupied, by 7-coordinate cations. Upon this tunnel occupancy also depends the pattern of ordering within some large superstructure cell,
though only a few of the possible modes of ordering correspond to the formation of
stable phases. The best known structure is that of the so-called tetragonal tungsten
bronzes, of which the compound 4Nb 20s'9WOa [(NbO)4Nb12W1sOoo)-has a unit
cell (approximately 36 X 12 X 4 A in dimensions) that provides 12 pentagonal
tunnels, 4 of which are filled. As noted earlier, these materials give informative
lattice images (see also Hussain and Kihlborg 1976), the empty tunnels, which are
sites of low crystal potential, showing as white dots and the filled tunnels as dark
discs.
Such lattice images again give insight into the way that the stable structure responds
to small changes in stoichiometry (Obayashi and Anderson 1976a). Figure 6 is a
lattice image from a preparation somewhat richer in Nb 20S than the 4 ; 9 tungsten
bronze. The framework is unchanged, but more than one third of the tunnels is
occupied and this excess filling is not entirely random. Several new ordered arrangements can be discerned, defining new crystallographic superstructure cells and forming small domains of different composition, coherently intergrown. Their compositions do not correspond to stable phases appearing in the equilibrium diagram; they
represent metastable modes of ordering. A stoichiometric excess of WOa would
require a decrease in the fractional tunnel occupancy. As can be seen in figure 7,
this brings with it some local reorganization of structure. Intergrown with the TTB
structure, with its pentagonal tunnels, are isolated columns, 12 A square, with the
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Figure 5. Lattice image of a nonstoichiometric crystal from the CrFa-Nb205 phase
system. Note' jig saw puzzle' of columns with different dimensions and compositions.
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Figure 6.
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Lattice image of a nonstoichiornetric crystal, with the TID structure but
richer in Nb.0 5 than 4Nb.Os·9WO s. Note ordered domains of three other (metastable) stoichiometric structures, with a higher tunnel occupancy, coherently intergrown with the 4Nb.Os·9WO a matrix.
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Figure 7. Lattice image of a nonstoichiometric crystal, with the TTB structure,
richer in WOa than 4Nb 20..9WOa• The squares enclose columnar elements of the
3Nb 20s"7WO a structure.

Figure 8. Lattice images of 4-layer, 6-layer, 8-Jayer and lO-layer perovskite structures. Schematic projections of the stacking sequences are superposed.
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ReO a structure-i.e. columns (4 x 4) in cross section. Each of these, with its immediately connected segments of the TTB network, is in fact one structural element
of another compound, 3Nb20s·7WOa. The departure from stoichiometry is
again accommodated by building in units having a different composition and
local structure, perfectly coherently, to form (in this case) a linear extended defect.
Moreover, the quasi-regular arrangement of these linear defects suggests a tendency
to order into a superstructure which would define, crystallographically, yet another
intermediate compound. One outcome of lattice imaging has been to show how
widely this principle, coherent intergrowth of a different, yet defined structure, on the
unit cell scale, underlies the constitution of many, but not all, types of nonstoichiometric phases. Furthermore, the microscopy has indicated that the resulting extended defects have a clear tendency to adopt ordered configurations. If these were
fully attained, the phase of variable composition would be replaced by a finely graduated succession of stoichiometrically defined structures, and a range of bivariant
thermodynamic character would be replaced by a succession of (albeit very narrow)
univariant equilibria.

5.3. Crystal structures by direct observation
As far as the more open network structures are concerned, the lattice image and the
crystal structure can be correlated so well that we can discern and interpret how local
structure is modified to conform to fluctuations in composition. It is a short step
to proceed, in favourable cases, from a lattice image to an unknown crystal structure.
This is indeed practicable, as was shown by Allpress and Iijima, first for the block
structure compound Zr02'12Nb20s (Allpress and Roth 1970; Allpress et al 1973)
and later for 3Nb 20s'7WOa, referred to above (Iijima and Allpress 1974). A phase of
that composition appears in the Nb 20S- WOa equilibrium diagram, but was identified
only by its x-ray powder diffraction pattern; the structure is undoubtedly that
deduced from its lattice image. This does not give a complete structure analysis, with
precise atomic positions, etc., but locates the heavy cations with enough certainty to
show how the coordination polyhedra must be linked together. An approximate
structure of this kind is a model that call be fed directly into standard x-ray or neutron
diffraction studies for refinement. This is particularly useful, since it permits quite
complex, many parameter structures to be attacked from powder diffraction data,
using the Rietveld profile technique, even when single crystals cannot be obtained.
Other crystal structures have been identified, in their essentials, in this way, and
the power of combining lattice imaging with powder diffraction data can be exemplified by the work of Hutchison and Jacobson on polytypism in the hexagonal perovskites (Hutchison and Jacobson 1975, 1977; see also Gai and Rao 1975). If these
structures are viewed in projection along 1010, the A-site cations and B-site cations
are lined up, so that successive atom rows should generate lines of image contrast
lying at an angle to the c axis. Along a sequence of cubic stacking steps, these lines
slope continuously, but at a hexagonal stacking step their inclination must be reversed. The lattice image therefore shows chevron-shaped lines ofdark contrast and
the length of each straight segment is determined by the number of consecutive cubic
packing steps in the stacking sequence. In this way, the lattice image can be decoded
to identify the configuration of a particular polytype. Images from a series of polytypes of known structure confirmed the validity of this reasoning (figure 8); they
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occasionally showed stacking faults, where a wrong sequence was built in. The
oxide BaCo02 ' 6 is a member of this perovskite family, and its diffraction pattern
indicated that it had a 12H structure, for which there are 42 possible polytypic stacking sequences. To find the correct one and refine the structure from diffraction data
alone, using standard methods, would be a substantial task. Lattice images of
BaCo02' 6 were quite incompatible with most of the possible stacking sequences;
they correlated best with the stacking (ccchhh)2 which had not hitherto been found
in these perovskite phases. However, when the atomic positions corresponding to
that polytype seuqence were introduced, as an initial model, into a structure determination from neutron powder diffraction data, the structure refined excellently
(Jacobson and Hutchison 1976).
For those structures for which it is applicable, the possibility of arriving very
quickly at the correct, approximate trial model by , direct observation' promises to
be a highly efficient approach to the determination of complex structures.
5.4. The lattice imaging of silicate mineral structures

As may be apparent from the preceding sections, most of the work carried out
hitherto has been on structures based on the linkage of octahedral coordination
groups. This is because the topology of those structures automatically leads to
cation-cation distances that are comparable with the limits of practicable resolving
power. However, the information that has been gained about the role of fluctuations
of composition and structure-the importance of coherent intergrowth phenomena,
of planar defects and of domains of modified structure-is really very general in
character, likely to be widely applicable to the problems of the constitution of real
crystals of many structural types. As such, it is to be expected a priori that analogous
features should be encountered in network structures based on the linkage of tetrahedral coordination groups-in particular, the silicates and aluminosilicates. Little
emphasis need be placed upon the importance of structural and chemical problems
in silicate mineralogy, with its great diversity of mineral structures that are not always
reproducible in laboratory experimentation. Naturally occurring silicate minerals
are rarely obtained as pure chemical species. For many, the crystal structures are
known, but the composition of a particular specimen is not always readily harmonised with the composition of the idealised unit cell, even after all plausible allowance
is made for isomorphous substitutions and charge compensation. In those isomorphous substitutions there is little evidence, from macroscopic methods, whether the
substituting elements are randomly and uniformly distributed through the crystals,
or enriched in domains. X-ray diffraction frequently indicates that some degree of
disorder is present. The application of lattice imaging microscopy could offer the
prospect of new insight into the nature ofdefects and ofordering processes in minerals,
and it is possible that any characteristic defect structure associated with specimens
from particular locations could, like the minor element content, afford some evidence
about the geochemical conditions in which the mineral had been crystallised.
High resolution microscopy of the silicates is therefore a field of particular interest,
and it is now being pursued in several laboratories. Not all the silicates lend themselves readily to lattice imaging; some, for example zeolites and some hydroxylcontaining chain and sheet silicates, are somewhat sensitive to decomposition in the
electron beam. The Si-Si or Si-AI distances, between the central atoms of linked
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tetrahedra, are about 3 A, and are thus too small to be resolved with the electron
microscopes at present available; this is a field of work that will benefit greatly from
the advent of a new generation of instruments. The spaces between anionic chains
in the silicate network, and channels through 3-dimensional frameworks, are occupied by cations (e.g., Mg, Ca, K, etc.) which have scattering powers comparable with
those of the atoms in the main aluminosilicate or silicate framework. For this reason,
the interpretation of image contrast may not be straightforward and requires some
care. The distinction between the actual projection of the crystal potential and the
inferred positions of dominant scattering atoms must be borne in mind, and adequate
image computations are needed to back up intuitive inferences.
Whilst the small scale image detail does not correspond to atomic positions as
clearly as for the systems considered earlier, structural features on a somewhat larger
scale are delineated without ambiguity. Buseck and Iijima showed this clearly,
(Iijima et al 1973; Buseck and Iijima 1974,1975), in images of the annular channels
formed by the SiS01S12- rings in beryl, and the AI2Si401S14- rings in cordierite. Moreover, the distribution of intensity within the dark image contrast can be correlated
reasonably well with an intuitive estimate of the crystal potential distribution, taking
into account the location of the balancing cations. Such an intuitive estimate was
enough to relate structure and image for zeolite and felspar aluminosilicates, and for
pyroxene (single chain) and amphibole (double silicate chain) metasilicates, as viewed
end-on to the chains. With the metasilicate chain structures, however, the most informative projections are usually those normal to the chains, and it has clearlyemerged, especially from studies by Thomas and Jefferson and their coworkers
(Jefferson and Thomas 1974, 1978; Hutchison et al 1975, 1976a) that the types of
extended defects familiar from the octahedron network structures do indeed have
their exact counterparts and are of frequent occurrence. Planar, nonstoichiometric
defects are important, and their incidence differs, as between specimens taken from
different mineral occurrences. Thus in the amphibole nephrite, single chains, triple
chains or quadruple chains may be interpolated coherently in place of double chains,
and computed images confirm the intuitive interpretations of the micrographs. Since
each extended defect of this kind requires the omission (or insertion) of a sheet of
balancing cations, each corresponds to a subtle change of stoichiometry. Such defects
are abundant in some specimens, and may show signs of a tendency to regular ordering, or to the formation of small domains of new structure. In the nature of the case,
the only contribution that they can make to the macroscopic diffraction properties
of the crystals is to broaden and streak the x-ray diffraction peaks.
One new extension of experimental technique is particularly relevant to the high
resolution electron microscopy of minerals. It is familiar that inelastic scattering of
fast electrons by the specimen generates the characteristic x-ray spectrum of the elements present, and that the emitted x-rays can be analysed by attaching a wave length
dispersive or, more conveniently, an energy dispersive (EDAX) spectrometer to the
electron microscope. This analytical method is already in fairly wide use. The newer
development is to combine high resolution lattice imaging with EDAX analysis of
the same image field: the one procedure completely characterises the structure of a
particular region of crystal, the other determines the chemical composition of that
observed structure. How small a region of crystal can be analysed depends principally upon the diameter of the irradiated spot at the focus of the condenser lens
system. This is a powerful combination of techniques, uniquely suited for studying
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the local chemistry of these complex natural materials, and early results by Thomas
and Jefferson already show that it is likely to shed new light on the nature of isomorphous substitution.
5.5. Dislocations

Lattice images furnish information about the classical, physical extended defectsgrain boundaries and dislocations-as well as about the chemically significant extended defects. That the structure in the core region of a dislocation could be imaged
was first observed, and correctly interpreted, by Iijima (1973). In a study of H-Nb:Po'
the lattice image of one particular defect region could be consistently mapped only on
the hypothesis that it contained a dislocation, and that this had a component along
the projection direction that distorted the usual linkage between columns of the structure. In the course of our own work at Oxford and Aberystwyth we have detected
and analysed a considerable number of dislocations in structures derived from the
niobium oxide and perovskite types (Anderson et aI1977; Hutchison et aI1977). The
results throw some light on the displacements and distortions that are imposed by
dislocations in quasi-ionic compounds, as distinct from the simpler metallic structures,
which do not impose conditions of stoichiometry, charge balance and local electroneutrality.
As has been emphasised, the ReOa type and the perovskite type structures are networks of linked octahedral coordination groups. The coordination around the cations
is a persistent stereochemical feature, resulting from the balance of chemical binding
forces(ionicand orbital overlap effects);to change that coordination implies very severe
distortion. Remote from the dislocation core, the pattern of good crystal must be
restored. The consideration peculiar to dislocations in crystals of ionic compounds
is that the stoichiometry of the crystal may be altered by an edge dislocation that removes (or adds) a half-sheet of atoms from the structure; this stoichiometric change
will, in general, create a planar, extended defect, originating at the dislocation and
extending through ' good crystal'. All atomic displacements must be compatible
with the linkage of coordination octahedra that underlies the crystal chemical architecture of the structure. These considerations impose certain restrictions on the way
that dislocations with edge character can be introduced into structures of the types
considered, at least as regards dislocations remaining after any unstable configurations have been relaxed by annealing. The dislocations that have been analysed from
lattice images have all been of this' grown in ' kind, not dislocations formed by deformation, possibly with highly metastable, deformed microstructures.
All these octahedron network structures are modular structures. Slightly idealised,
their dimensions are all multiples of the semidiagonal of the basic coordination octahedron. In the niobium oxide block structures, the octahedra in the interfaces
between individual columns are necessarily joined, by edge sharing, to octahedra
centred at levels one module above and one module below them. Hence, when the
structure image of a perfect crystal is mapped, any complete circuit round an array
of columns displays this alternation of cation levels across every CS interface. That
process of mapping the real structure round a circuit is an actualization of the idealised notion of a Burgers' circuit. If, however, the mapped circuit includes a dislocation, this shows itself in two ways. The regular alternation of cation levels breaks
down and the map appears to require an interface at which the edge sharing cation
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octahedra are coplanar. It is then impossible to draw a self consistent map that does
not breach the structural principles. Secondly, when the real space structure, which is
recorded in the lattice image, is drawn out using the modular dimensions for its component columns, the circuit is found not to close: there is a closure gap, and the width
of this is the Burgers' vector of the edge component of the enclosed dislocation.
Closer analysis reveals some guiding principles. If the resulting structure is to be
consistent with the topology of these crystals, the insertion of a half-sheet of anion
sites (or the abstraction of a half-sheet, with the composition M02 , containing cation
sites) necessarily implies that one column-to-column interface has to be eliminated.
Similarly, the insertion of a half-sheet with cation sites (or abstraction of a half-sheet
of anion sites) creates an additional column-to-column interface. The number of
columns traversed by the Burgers' circuit is changed by ±I. However, it is inherent
in the structure that the cation levelsmust alternate across every CS interface and this,
in turn, means that in order to effect closure (and on the crude oversimplification that
all the distortions are localised at the closure gap) the atom layers must be tilted across
the gap, through one semi-octahedron module. This is the situation as first recognized by Iijima; in fact the distortion is distributed round the circuit as a buckling
of the atom layers. A further consequence is that a pure edge dislocation, involving
the insertion of one (or any odd number) half-sheet of atoms is forbidden by the crystal
topology. A pure edge dislocation is possible if two half-sheets of atoms (for example,
a half-sheet of complete octahedral groups) is inserted. The dislocations most commonly observed have been of mixed character, with their dislocation lines parallel
to the unique 3·9 A axis of the structures and a screw component with its Burgers'
vector one half the b axis, one module. Exactly analogous topological principles apply
to dislocations in the perovskite structure type, such as those that we have described
in the bismuth oxide layered perovskite compounds, the Aurivillius phases (Hutchison
et al 1977).
In the core region, which micrographs show to be usually not more than 20-30 A
in diameter, the distortions are necessarily more profound. Rather surprisingly,
through some reorganization of the cross section of columns and the linkage between
them, even this distorted region may be sufficiently well ordered to yield a resolved
image. More often, it is too highly distorted and its local structure can be assigned
only inferentially. It may be noted that although a pure screw dislocation along the
3·9 A axis is permitted in theory, it would involve excessively great core distortions
and no pure screw dislocation has been identified.
When viewed in diffraction contrast at the relatively low magnifications used in
physical metallurgical work, the warped lattice planes give rise to the characteristically
graded contrast that is well known. This is barely perceptible across the image field
atthehigh magnifications (typically 50ססoo x) used, under phase contrast conditions,
for lattice imaging, but the practised eye can discern subtle contrast changes that point
to the presence of dislocations; only detailed mapping can confirm this.
That edge dislocations must give rise to extended defects is true for network structures quite generally; similar observations have already been made on silicate structures. Those modifications in local structure further imply some changes in composition and, quite generally, dislocations in crystals ofionic compounds have a chemical,
as well as a physical significance. Only in the special case that the added half-layer
of structure has the orientation and the thickness that makes it an exact stoichiometric sample of crystal is the chemical composition unchanged. In the niobium
Proc. A-2
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oxides and other transition metal compounds, the stoichiometry might be adjusted
by a valence change (for example Nb4+ replacing Nb5+); in ternary oxides, etc. and
in real crystals, which alwayscontain impurities, it is likely to involve a local enrichment of some component species, or the segregation of impurities in and around the
dislocation.
Some of these observations and principles may be exemplified by figure 9; this
shows a dislocation, which in this case has pure edge character, in the Aurivillius
phase Ba2Bi4Tili018' which can more informatively be written as (Bi202)2+
(BaJJi2Tili016)2- . The structure consists of cationic sheets, of composition Bi202
(as in many bismuthyl derivatives), sandwiched between slabs of perovskite
structure. It is one of a series of phases in which the number of perovskite layers in
the slabs varies, from one member to another, and the slabs are, in this case, 5 perovskite cells thick. The perovskite A sites are occupied by cations of large ionic
radius, in this case by Ba and Bi cations. The c axis of the structure, which is two
slabs in thickness, 50.4 A for this n=5 member of the series. As can be seen, two
half-slabs of the structure, a slice that expands the crystal by a complete unit
cell,are inserted at the dislocation, which thus has a very large Burgers' vector and
necessarily introduces great distortion. Notwithstanding that large total distortion,
the structure is well resolved right into the core region, the most extreme local
perturbations of order being restricted to a region less than 40 A in diameter.
Beyond this, the strain is accommodated in large measure by elastic distortion. The
Bi:P2 layers image in particularly dark contrast, and they very clearly show how the
lattice planes are bent. In part, as can be seen on the left hand side of the dislocated
region, the Bi202 layers are displaced step-wise,in 4 A increments. Those steps represent changes in the thickness of the perovskite slabs by ±1 perovskite cell each
time. In other words, elements of other members of the homologous series of compounds are inserted as a way of minimising elastic distortions, and those structure
elements are different in composition from the host structure.
5.6. The topochemistry ofsolid state reactions

It is extremely difficult, if possible, to combine extreme high resolution electron

microscopy with the use of a high temperature stage. In general, therefore, it is not
as yet practicable to carry out solid state reactions in the electron microscope and
to follow their detailed, microstructural course as they occur. The only exceptions
to this generalisation are reactions brought about, under somewhat indeterminate
conditions, by heating the specimen directly with the electron beam. What is possible is to carry out a sort of post mortem examination, and to look for microstructural features that may shed light on the structural transformations and the
mechanism of some reaction that has taken place.
Most solid state reactions are heterogeneous and fully reconstructive. They take
place at the surface, or at the interface between crystals, where one regular structure
is demolished and another is built up. They involve processes of diffusion and
atomic rearrangement within the surface layers, and these fundamental processes are
little understood. If there is a close geometrical and metrical relation between
some crystallographic planes of the original structure and the product structure,
the latter may be constructed in a precisely defined orientation and in good register,
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Figure 9. Dislocation in the perovskite derivative (Bi.O.)(Ba.Bi.Ti s016) , with a 50 A
Burgers'vector. The Bi.O. layers show in heavy contrast.
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on the reactant surface, so that the underlying structural similarities are conserved.
The reactant/product relationship is then described as topotactic.
In some cases, as can be exemplified by a number of reactions of the compounds
that have lent themselves well to lattice imaging methods, the relationship between
reactant and product structures is even closer. It is possible for the two structures
to intergrow coherently. In that case, there might be some reaction mechanism that
permitted the product to be formed within the reactant crystals, rather than at their
surface. A quasi-homogeneous reaction in the solid state then becomes possible,
either as the main process or at least as a permitted route. Chemical reaction
implies a change in composition; hence a homogeneous reaction mechanism depends
upon a diffusion flux; of atoms into or out of the crystal. Since reaction also imposes some change in structure, it may also require local atomic displacements
and some local reshufiling of atoms between crystallographic sites. If such quasihomogeneous mechanisms actually operate, we may hope that the microstructure of
incompletely reacted crystals might retain some evidence that would indicate that
homogeneous changes had taken place, and suggest possible reaction mechanisms.
Clear examples of processes that are non-reconstructive (or at least only locally
reconstructive) are furnished by the creation of crystallographic shear planes in the
reduction of TiOa, WOa, etc., which have been extensively studied (Allpress et al
1971; Allpress 1972; Bursill and Hyde 1972; Sundberg and Tilley 1974; Ekstrom and
Tilley 1974; Iijima 1975a; Stone and Bursilll977; Bursill et aI1978). The reduction
reaction can be carried out in the electron microscope, by beam heating, and the CS
planes can be seen to grow into the crystal, from the edge, individually and randomly. The locus of the chemical reaction is confined to the advancing edge of the
CS plane. Some high resolution work, particularly by Tilley and Iguchi on WOa,
has shown that when a CS plane does terminate inside a crystal, rather than crossing
it completely, its tip is surrounded by distorted but not disorganized structure, containing a dislocation. This is consistent with an earlier hypothesis (Anderson and
Hyde 1967), that the creation of a CS plane starts with the aggregation of point
defects, formed at the surface, into a vacancy disc or interstitial disc. A shearing
collapse of that defect disc forms a dislocation loop and, as reaction continues,
the dislocation climbs through the crystal, draining and eliminating point defects
from the surrounding structure. The dislocation provides a facile diffusion path
for reaction, and because its strain field locally raises the thermodynamic potential
of the components, it is furthermore the preferred locus of reaction, as oxygen is
stripped out of the structure. An important point is that the displacements imposed by propagation of the collapsed structure, across the dislocation loop, not
only create the configuration ofthe CS plane, but serve also to bring whole blocks of
undisturbed crystal into realignment, without requiring the cooperative shift of vast
numbers of atoms.
It is interesting to find very similar features in some reactions of niobium oxide
block structure compounds in the NbPs-WOa system, involving WNb1aOas [(3 X 4)1
columns], WaNb14044 [(4 X 4)1 columns], WaNb160ss [(5X 4)1 columns] and
WSNb1s069 [(5x 5)1 columns] (Obayashi and Anderson 1976b). The higher members of this series are stable only over a restricted range of high temperatures; at
some lower critical temperature they disproportionate to form two solid products:
the next lower compound of the series and a phase richer in WOa, having a structure of the tetragonal tungsten bronze type. The TTB structures are incapable. for
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topological reasons, of intergrowing coherently with the block structures, and can
therefore be formed only by some fully reconstructive, heterogeneous process at the
reaction interface. Coherent intergrowth is possible, however, between the reacting
block structure compound and its block structure product. In principle, therefore,
this could be formed either heterogeneously (and probably topotactically) or quasihomogeneously, as a coherent intergrowth within the disproportionating crystals.
Experiment showed that this internal formation of the block structure products does
indeed take place, although it cannot be affirmed that the homogeneous mechanism
is the sole, or the principle course of the reaction.
As an example, we may consider the disproportionation of WsNb1s0e9' This may
be expressed as
9Nb 20li.8WOa - - - - + 8NbPli· 5WOa
(5 x 5)1 columns
(5 x 4)1 columns

+

4Nb 20li·9WOa
TIB structure with
pentagonal tunnels.

Micrographs of incompletely reacted crystals show straight arrays of (5 x 4)1 columns
running through unchanged original structure, in single lines or groups, but seemingly randomly distributed and originating independently. Each line of changed
columns (a sheet of changed structure in real space) runs right across a crystal (figure
10). Occasionally they terminate within the crystal; in that case, the structure is
faulted around the end of the row of product columns, is rearranged and usually
associated with dislocations. The implication appears to be that, in the homogeneous reaction process, one column of the original structure is converted, in situ, into
one column of the product. To achieve this, one complete line (sheet) of octahedral
MOe octahedra must be stripped out as the chemical reaction propagates linearly
through the reacting crystal. The dimensional change in the process entails the
mutual displacement of entire blocks of parent structure on either side of the sheet
that undergoes reaction. The analogy with the process of introducing CS planes
into the Ti02 or WOa structures is close. However, the disproportionation reaction
is more complex. It necessarily also involves some processes whereby the other disproportionation product is formed at the surface. So far as the internal process of
column-by-column transformation is concerned, a mass balance sheet can be drawn
up for the local chemical changes that are involved. This does not involve merely
the net abstraction of WOa from the structure, but also the removal of Nb 20li:
tungsten, niobium and oxygen must all be transported to the surface, away from
the locus of reaction, and at the surface they participate in the heterogeneous, reconstructive process whereby the TTB product is formed. This transport could be
by normal lattice diffusion processes or, if the reaction involves a dislocation
mechanism, the dislocation may provide the most facile diffusion path. The earlier
electron microscopy has made it clear that local structure and local composition
adjust themselves very flexibly in these block structures, and it is noticeable that the
disproportionated crystals contain intergrowths not only of the stable reaction product, but also domains or arrays of columns with abnormal cross sections-in particular large columns that must correspond to a local enrichment in WOa. Examples
are arrays of (6 X 5)1 columns, which must be formulated as IONb20s.11WOa, and
elements of structure with even higher WOa :Nb205 ratios. These columns of large
cross section are elements of structures that do not appear in the Nb 20li- WOa equili-
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Figwn 10. (a> Disproportionation of (5 x 5)1 columns of 9Nb,O.·8WO. into
(S )( 4)1 columns of 8Nb.O i·SWO.. Note linear intergrowths (i.e. sheets> of product
columns and arrays of larger columns, richer in WO••
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(b) Disprcportionation of (4 x 4), columns of 7Nb.O.. 3W03 into (4 x 3h columns
of 6Nb.O.. W0 3 • The image shows a fluctuation, a nonstoichiometric domain with
columns of large cross section, highly enriched in W03 •
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brium diagram. They are metastable structures, actually richer in WOs than
the next phase in the equilibrium system, WNb20S ' which has a structure with pentagonal tunnels, related to the tungsten bronze type. They represent ordered fluctuations of composition within the original crystal, indicative of adjustment to the
flux of WOs and Nb20 S transported through the crystal, away from the site of reaction.
It is thus clear that some homogeneous mechanism can playa part in these reactions. The evidence suggests that a dislocation mechanism is involved, and also
that some part may be played by spontaneous fluctuations into WOs-enriched and
WOa-impoverished regions of microstructure, mediated by lattice diffusion processes.
Such spontaneous fluctuations may be a metastable, precursor state, providing the
driving force for the heterogeneous process. Whether analogous features will be
found in other solid state reactions is a matter for future investigations.
There are some other reactions of these niobium oxide structures that take place
homogeneously and entirely by pure diffusion mechanisms, coupled with minimal
local adjustments of atomic positions. The first reaction process to be studied, the
oxidation of Nb12029, a (4 x 3)00 structure, was of this kind (Browne and Anderson
1974; Iijima 1975b; Anderson et al 1976). The oxides Nb12029, Nb 2aOM and
Nb as062 all oxidise to Nb 20S with extreme ease, each to its own polymorph. With
Nb12029 (which melts above 1400°C) the oxidation takes place with detectable speed
at 110°C, and the x-ray diffraction pattern of the NbaOs formed by oxidation at
temperatures below 400°C is almost indistinguishable from that of the starting
material. In fact, it has a unit cell which is a large superstructure of the Nb12029
cell and the constitution of this superlattice was itself worked out from the lattice
images. Although the oxidation involves the incorporation of one additional
oxygen atom per Nb12029 unit, it is evident that the creation of extra anion sites
requires absolutely minimal changes in the structure. The clue to those changes,
and by inference the underlying reaction mechanism, was provided by lattice images
of material in the very earliest stages of oxidation. In brief, there can be little
doubt that the essential operative process is diffusion of oxygen atoms into and
through the crystal structure, by way of the square channels between the octahedral
groups in the ReOs-like columns. A single unit jump of one cation from its site
in the octahedron edge sharing interfaces can bring it into a position where, with the
entering oxygen atom, it adopts a new vertex-sharing configuration and thereby
incorporates the oxygen into the structure. The number of oxygen sites thereby
provided, the dimensions and nature of the superstructure and the observed,
characteristic distribution of contrast in the lattice images can all be brought fully
into harmony.
Diffusion-mediated, homogeneous reactions have also been found that proceed
by a pure outward diffusional flux. One such is the conversion of GaNb04 , which
has what is essentially a (2 X 2)w block structure, into the polymorph of NbaOs
known as R-Nb 20S ' which could be regarded as a (2 x OCl)oo structure (Hutchison
and Anderson 1977). This is a process that can be brought about under the conditions of electron beam beating, in the electron microscope, but does not take place
under more ordinary chemical conditions. What has been observed is the progressive transformation of the (2 x 2)00 GaNb04 structure into block structures that
have progressively more elongated column cross sections, but remain always two
octahedra wide -(3x2)oo, (4x2)w. (5x2)oo etc .... and ultimately R-Nb 20s' in
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the intensely heated focal spot of the electron beam. Each stage of these transformations corresponds to local impoverishment in GazOa, as follows from the relation
between column size and stoichiometry. The GazOa is undoubtedly lost as a result
ofreduction by the carbon support film and vaporisation as GaaOa. The essentials of
the reaction mechanism are the outward diffusion of gallium and oxygen through the
crystal lattice, and minimal rearrangements of atomic positions within the block
structure. Those necessary shifts can be understood, without ambiguity, as requiring atoms in column interface sites to make a single unit jump. The progressive
effect of such atom movements is to eliminate edgesharing interfaces between
columns, thereby lengthening them along the direction in which the reaction
propagates itself through the crystal structure.

6. Conclusion

The foregoing survey has been highly selective, and it has left out several areas of
work in which high resolution electron microscopy has been applied in solid state
chemistry. It will, however, be evident that our ability to examine the structure of
crystals at the unit cell level not only impinges on some long standing problems
but leads us to think about structures, defects and processes in crystals from a new
viewpoint. Nevertheless, it is well to end the survey on a note of caution. The
kinds of observations that have been discussed relate to exceedingly small samples
of the substances investigated. The useful and significantarea imaged in any micrograph is never more than about 1()6 N, the projection of a volume ofcrystal not exceeding 107 Aa; useful micrographs are themselves the products of hunting through
many crystal fragments. The lattice imaging microscopist therefore needs to retain
a strongly critical outlook, for one makes a long extrapolation in asserting that the
microstructural peculiarities of such small samples are fully representative of the
material. The crystals used need to be prepared with great care and characterised
as completely as possible, particularly if they are to be used for the study of solid
state reactions or phase equilibria. When microstructural features of a given kind
can repeatedly be found in crystals of a given history, the practitioner can have
some confidencethat the observations are valid. Even so, some tentative element
must always be retained when broad, general conclusions are founded upon the
microscopic evidence.
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